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FOREWORD

Global Competition Review’s 2019 edition of the Competition Enforcement 
Agencies Handbook provides full contact details for competition agencies 
in over 100 jurisdictions, together with charts showing their structure and a 
Q&A explaining their funding and powers. The information has been provided 
by the agencies themselves and by a panel of specialist local contributors.

The Competition Enforcement Agencies Handbook is part of the Global 
Competition Review subscription service, which also includes online 
community and case news, enforcer interviews and rankings, bar surveys, 
data tools and more.

We would like to thank all those who have worked on the research and 
production of this publication: the enforcement agencies and our external 
contributors.

The information listed is correct as of April 2019.

Global Competition Review
London
April 2019
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Authority for Consumers & Markets
Muzenstraat 41, 2511 WB Den Haag, The Netherlands
PO Box 16326, 2500 BH Den Haag, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 70 7222 000
Fax: +31 70 7222 355

Contacts

Martijn Snoep
Chairman of the Board
martijn.snoep@acm.nl

Cateautje Hijmans van den Bergh
Board Member
cateautje.hijmans.van.den.
bergh@acm.nl

Henk Don
Board Member
henk.don@acm.nl

How long is the head of agency’s term of office?
The chairman of the board is appointed for a maximum 
period of seven years (the two fellow members of the 
board are appointed for a maximum of five years). The 
terms may be renewed once.

When is he or she due for reappointment?
The chairman’s term will end on 1 September 2025. 

Which posts within the organisation are political 
appointments?
The board is appointed by the minister of economic 
affairs under the relevant provisions of the Dutch 
Framework Act governing autonomous administrative 
authorities.

What is the agency’s annual budget?
The estimated competition-related budget in 2018 
was €1.7 million. The total budget for the Authority for 
Consumers and Markets (ACM) is approximately €65.4 
million.

How many staff are employed by the agency?
There are 567 people working at ACM (including tem-
porary staff), including 534 full-time employees as of 31 
December 2018. Approximately 195 people are involved 
in competition enforcement.

To whom does the head of the agency report?
The head does not report as ACM is an independent 
agency. The minister of Economic Affairs bears politi-
cal responsibility for the activities of the ACM.

Do any industry-specific regulators have 
competition powers?
Industry-specific regulators are integrated within the 
organisation and all competition powers are held by 
the ACM. The ACM is responsible for sector-specific 
regulation, consumer protection and the enforcement 
of competition law in the Netherlands.

Do politicians have any right to overrule or 
disregard the decisions of the authority?
No. The authority is independent in its decision-
making on individual cases. In relation to policy deci-
sions of general application (such as fining guidelines), 
these have to be approved by the minister of economic 
affairs, prior to publication.

Does the law allow non-competition aims to be 
considered when taking decisions?
The ACM considers non-competition aims within the 
framework of national and European competition 
law. If, after a second-phase investigation in merger 
cases, the ACM decides against granting a licence 
for the merger, parties may request the minister of 
Economic Affairs to overrule the ACM’s decision under 

Questions and answers
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section 47 of the Dutch Competition Act. The minister 
of Economic Affairs shall grant the licence if this is 
considered necessary for reasons of public interest. In 
this case, public interest must outweigh the expected 
restriction of competition. This has not occurred to 
date.

Which body hears appeals against the agency’s 
decisions? Is there any form of judicial review 
beyond that mentioned above? If so, which body 
conducts this?
The authority’s decisions can be appealed to the 
District Court of Rotterdam, with a final appeal to the 
Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal.

Has the authority ever blocked a proposed 
merger?
Yes, on 15 July 2015, the ACM blocked a merger in the 
healthcare sector. Two hospitals in the Dordrecht/
Gorinchem region had applied for a licence to merge. 
The ACM denied the application as the hospitals were 
significant competitors and there was a likelihood that 
the merger would result in negative effects for patients 
and the insured, such as higher prices, lower quality 
and less innovation. This decision was upheld by the 
Dutch Court in 2016. Prior to 2013, the ACM’s predeces-
sor, the NMa, officially blocked four mergers.

Has the authority ever imposed conditions on a 
proposed merger?
Yes. For example, on 15 July 2016, the ACM published a 
decision allowing Dutch company Brocacef Groep NV 
(Brocacef) to acquire Mediq Apotheken Nederland and 
Mediq Pharma Logistics (Mediq) under strict condi-
tions. Both Brocacef and Mediq run pharmacies and 
wholesale operations with pharmaceutical products 
such as prescription drugs. Brocacef Mediq’s whole-
sale company committed to sell wholesale company 
Distrimed. In addition, the combined Brocacef/Mediq 
must hive off a total of 89 pharmacies. That way, 
hospitals and consumers will continue to have enough 
choice when purchasing drugs and other pharmaceu-
tical products. Distrimed will be sold to Pluripharm 
Groep BV. With this sale, three wholesalers continue to 
be active in the market, thereby ensuring that hospitals 
will continue to have enough to choice.

On 12 June 2017, two mental healthcare institutions 
were allowed to merge under strict conditions. The 
intended merger between Parnassia and Antes would 
create a near-monopoly for mental healthcare in the 
greater Rotterdam area. That is why several clinics, 
treatment centers, and patients had to be transferred 

to a competitor, GGZ Delfland, before the merger could 
be finalised. In this way, patients and health insurers 
will continue to be able to choose between different 
mental-healthcare institutions.

Has the authority conducted a Phase II 
investigation in any of its merger filings?
Yes, usually we have two or three Phase II investiga-
tions per year. For example, the planned acquisition of 
British publishing company Mecom by Belgian media 
company De Persgroep required further investigation 
in 2015. The merger between Brocacef and Mediq in 
2016 and the Bergman Clinics/NL Healthcare Clinics 
merger in 2018 are other recent examples.

Has the authority ever pursued a company based 
outside your jurisdiction for a cartel offence?
Yes. For example, on 22 December 2010, the ACM fined 
14 producers of flour in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Germany for a total of almost €82 million. The ACM 
concluded that these companies, which account for 
the vast majority of the country’s flour products, agreed 
to share the market in order to limit competition and 
even went as far as to buy out and shut down rivals that 
would not join the cartel.

Do you operate a leniency programme? Whom 
should potential applicants contact?
Yes. Any company or person wishing to be considered 
for leniency must notify the ACM’s Leniency Office on 
+31 70 7222 302 or at clementie@acm.nl. For further 
details on leniency in general and for our leniency 
guidelines, visit www.acm.nl/en.

Is there a criminal enforcement track? If so, who is 
responsible for it?
No, there is no criminal enforcement track.

Are there any plans to reform the competition law?
The ECN+ Directive to empower the competition 
authorities of EU member states to be more effective 
enforcers and to ensure the proper functioning on the 
internal market was signed into law on 11 December 
2018 and published in the Official Journal of the 
European Union on 14 January 2019. The directive will 
be transposed into national law within two years.

When did the last review of the law occur?
In January 2016, rules were added to the Dutch 
Competition Act to raise the fining maximum as and 
from 1 July 2016.
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Do you have a separate economics team? If so 
please give details.
Yes, we have a separate economics team headed by 
our chief economist, Jarig van Sinderen (jarig.van.
sinderen@acm.nl).

Has the authority conducted a dawn raid?
Yes, the authority regularly conducts company inspec-
tions, on its own account, or on behalf of another com-
petition authority. For example, in 2018, ACM carried 
out company inspections in the consumer goods and 
roofing maintenance sector.

Has the authority imposed penalties on officers or 
directors of companies for offences committed by 
the company?
Yes, the authority has imposed penalties in several 
cases on officers and directors of companies for 
offences committed by the company. For example, in 
the Natural Vinegar case of 2015, fines were imposed on 
individuals employed with one of the companies who 
were involved in the cartel arrangements. The ACM 
also fined five executives in the Cold Storage cases. 
Each received personal fines, the highest of which 
was €144,000. Some of these fines are currently under 
appeal.

What are the pre-merger notification thresholds, if 
any, for the buyer and seller involved in a merger?
There are two pre-merger notification thresholds. 
First, the total turnover of the involved companies 
is at least €150 million per year. Second, at least two 
of the involved companies have an annual turnover 
of €30 million or more in the Netherlands. Lower 
turnover thresholds apply to undertakings in the 
healthcare industry, which means that these kinds of 

undertakings are more likely to have to notify their 
concentrations.

A merger needs to be notified of if the combined 
turnover exceeds €55 million. In addition, at least two 
of the undertakings involved must each have a turno-
ver in the Netherlands of at least €10 million.

Are there any restrictions on minority investments?
There are no formal restrictions on minority invest-
ments. Minority investments in competitors are 
subject to ex post competition control.

What discounts are available to companies that 
cooperate with cartel investigations?
Businesses that conclude illegal price-fixing agree-
ments or that share markets (both of which are consid-
ered cartels) may be able to escape very high fines or get 
lower fines if they confess their involvement in a cartel. 
Businesses and individuals that confess their involve-
ment in a cartel to ACM may qualify for leniency, and 
thus escape a fine altogether or receive a reduction of 
the fine. Businesses or individuals will not be imposed 
a fine if they are the first to report their cartel and 
satisfy the conditions, even if ACM has already tracked 
down that cartel. If another business or someone else 
has already reported the cartel, the second or following 
party to come forward may still qualify for a reduction 
of the fine. That party would then have to provide suf-
ficient new and relevant information.

Does the authority conduct criminal investigations 
and prosecutions for cartel activity? If not, is there 
another authority in the country that does?
No. The Dutch Public Prosecution Service is responsi-
ble for such prosecutions.
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